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ABSTRACT 

Touchless technology is still considered a new field in information technology 

due to its effectiveness in real world application. This technology started in development 

in the late 80s. Although this technology has been around for about 20 years, the 

application of this technology is not widely. This is primarily because it is only suitable 

for interaction between human and computer for entertainment purposes. The example 

we can see is the implementation of this technology is in Xbox 360 or Microsoft Kinect, 

which is mainly targeted in entertainment. In order to implement this technology besides 

for entertainment, Webcam-based Marker Tracking Application has been developed to 

show its usage in writing recognition. It offers an interactive and fun way of handwriting 

recognition by using marker tracking. In addition, the low cost hardware and software 

requirement of this technology makes it can used by anyone. Object-oriented analysis and 

design method has been used in the development of this project. The way this method 

decompose each function into object makes it easy for problem solving. This is because 

we can focus on the solution on one object before continues to the next. Finally, I deeply 

believes Touchiess can be implemented in other field besides than entertainment, 

probably it can be implemented in education for children learning purposes. 

Keywords: webcam, marker tracking, human computer interaction, handwriting 
recognition
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ABSTRAK 

Teknologi Touchiess masih dipertimbangkan sebagai satu bidang yang baru 

dalam teknologi maklumat disebabkan keberkesanannya dalam penggunaan dunia nyata. 

Teknologi mi mula dibangunkan pada tahun lewat 1980-an. Walaupun ianya sudah 

wujud lebih kurang dalam 20 tahun, penggunaan teknologi tidak luas. Hal mi disebabkan 

ianya hanya sesuai untuk interaksi antara manusia dengan computer dalam bidang 

hiburan. Contoh implementasi teknologi mi yang kita boleh Nampak adalah Xbox 360 

atau Microsoft Kinect, di mana sasaran utamanya dalam hiburan. Webcam-based Marker 

Tracking Application telah dibangunkan untuk menunjukkan kegunnannya dalam 

pengecainan tulisan tangan selain daripada implementasi dalam hiburan. Ianya 

menawarkan kaedah yang interaktif dan senorok dalam pengecaman tulisan tanagan 

dengan menggunakan pengesanan penanda. Tambahan pula, kos keperluan perkakasan 

dan perisian yang rendah membolehkan technology mi boleh digunakan oleh semua. 

Kaedah rekabentuk dan analisis berdasarkan object telah digunakan dalam pembangunan 

projek mi. Cara kaedah mi memecahkan setiap fungsi kepada objek membolehkan ianya 

senang untuk penyeiesaian masalah. Hal im disebabkan kita boleh focus kepada 

penyelesaian satu objek sebelum meneruskan kepada yang seterusnya. Akhirnya, saya 

sangat percaya yang Touchiess boleh digunakan dalam bidang lain selain daripada 

hiburan. Mungkin ianya boleh digunakan dalam pendidikan untuk tujuan pembelajaran 

kanak-kanak. 

Kata kunci: webcam, pengesananpenanda, interaksi manusia komputer, pengecaman 

tulisan tangan
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1	 Introduction 

Over a few years ago, the Touchiess is a new concept. It implements human-

computer interaction concept, Natural User Interface (NUT) which user can interact 

with computer without necessarily to use a means of device as a medium such as 

mouse or keyboard. Nowadays, this concept has become a new technology. However 

it is still not widely spread among community today as it replaces computer input 

devices such as mouse and keyboard. For most of the organizations, this is not 

necessary as it is sufficient for the employee to use keyboard and mouse as computer 

input devices. They do not have to spend extra and waste cost to implement this new 

technology. 

The idea is by using a camera to capture or monitor the movement of a 

gesture or structures as marks with a single color tone, different from others. Such 

monitoring can get the positions and the speed of the marks. For example, we can use 

our own finger with color tape as marks to move objects in computer such as a map, 

folder, or we can even draw or write using ourfingers.
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The ability of Touchless to allow more than one touch point (mark) or known 

as multi-touch offers more interactive power of the touchscreen. Besides that, this 

technology does not need the costly hardware and software to experience the multi-

touch capabilities. A simple camera that is used to monitor the color marks set by 

users is sufficient to implement this technology. 

Now, Touchiess is free and open source to the world. The most common and 

well-known example of Touchiess is Microsoft SDK for NET Framework. The most 

recent of the implementation of this technology is X-Box Natal as touchiess games. 

	

1.2	 Problem Statements 

The problem statements of this project are as below: 

. This technology is the future means of interaction between human and 

computer by NUT (Natural User Interface) computing, as claimed by 

Microsoft's chief research and strategy officer, Craig Mundie. Nowadays, 

human still bound to keyboard and mouse in order to interact with 

computers. 

. The interaction method or device used between computer and human like 

PDA, touchscreen or any other device that are expensive compare to a 

single camera that is used by Touchiess technology. 

Touchiess technology is majorly implemented in entertainment purposes 

like Xbox 360, but not in other field such as learning purposes. 

	

1.3	 Objective 

The objectives of this project are as below: 

To develop a prototype using marker tracking. 

• To sketch or write using marker. 

• To ensure sketches drawn by using marker can be saved.
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1.4	 Scope 

The scopes of this project are as below: 

• Any end user that stand or position themselves within the range of the 

camera and under excellent lighting condition for the camera to capture or 

monitor the marker. 

• The variation color of the background of the user has to be as less as 

possible. 

The application that is created to implement Touchiess is only able to 

recognize one alphabet at one time. 

	

1.5	 Thesis Organization 

This thesis consists of six chapters. Chapter 1 - Introduction, will discuss on 

the introduction to the Touchiess technology, problem statement, objective, scope of 

this project and thesis organization. Chapter 2 - Literature Review, will discuss 

about literature review regarding the title of this thesis. Through this chapter, review 

will be done about existing system and the method, tools, software and technique that 

are suitable to develop this project. In the other hand, Chapter 3 - Methodology will 

discuss about the method or the approach used in developing, designing and 

implementation of this project. Besides that, it will discuss about the software and 

hardware requirement. In Chapter 4 - Implementation, it will discuss about the 

documentation about all the processes or procedure involved in the development of 

this project. It will also show the design of user interface and the source code of the 

project. Chapter 5 - Result & Discussion will explain about the result or the outcome 

of this project. it also will discuss about the obstacles faced during the development 

and future upgrade of this project The last chapter, Chapter 6 - Conclusion will 

discuss about the conclusion of the whole project, the methodology and 

implementation used, possible upgrading and drawback of this project.



CHAPTER 2 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1	 Introduction 

Computer technologies are rapidly-evolved technologies. Every day, we can 

hear, see and read about new computer technologies have been developed and put 

into practical use. Some of the technologies like devices and applications that do not 

have traditional mouse and keyboard interface, such as TabletPCs, media-center 

PCs, kiosks [7], hand-held computers, home appliances, video-games, and wall-sized 

displays. In these applications and devices, mouse and keyboard may seem to be 

clumsy and may require more effort than they should be. As an alternate channel of 

interaction, besides using voice to communicate with computer, hand gestures also 

being used, or known as Touchiess. However, there are some drawbacks. For 

example, using intrusive hand tracking devices such as data gloves can be 

cumbersome and expensive. in order to overcome this problem, computer vision is 

used to capture hand gesture/motion. 

Touchless is not a new technology. It is highly expressive and simple to 

manipulate. It first started by Mike Wassermans as college project at Columbia 

University. For now, Touchiess is still considered as open research problem as it still
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has many restrictions and limitations like the color response of captured images is 

heavily affected due to the environmental lights. The slight changes could make 

significance changes of the color captured by camera and thus making large error in 

tracking algorithm. Besides this, the tracking algorithm consumes a lot of computer 

computing resources as it needs to process a lot of captured images. These two 

limitations are mentioned in [1]. Touchiess is not widely used due to these reasons. It 

can only be used in applications that can be tolerated with these inaccuracies [1]. 

However, due to its high potential of becoming next generation navigational 

computer input devices [7], a great deal of research efforts have been devoted for 

developing new algorithm and exploring new techniques in order to overcome the 

limitations of Touchless technology. 

2.2 Related Work on Webcam based Marker Tracking Application for 
Human-Computer Interaction 

From the demonstration videos on [2], there are several applications that able 

to applied object tracking quite well and do not need high image accuracies and able 

to tolerate with slight environmental lights changes. For example, by using single 

marker or two markers, we can write, sketch or draw. Another application is 

navigation of a map or an object by using single marker and by using two markers. 

By using markers, an object or a map (as demonstrated in [2]) can be paned & tilted, 

zooming in and out around the application canvas. However, these applications are 

restricted by using markers and inside the applications windows. 

FlowMouse, demonstrated by Andrew [12], uses optical flow technique for 

object tracking to avoid difficulties such as lighting conditions, skin color and hand 

shape model development, and segmentation of separating foreground from 

background. This application contains a switch that can be used to enable or disable 

the application. The switch allows the application to process only intentional gesture 

by users and allows "clutching" action for enabling and disabling the application. 

Even tough the switch avoids problem such as confusion between the motions for 

Positioning and clicking action, it does not allow practical use. The algorithm of



FlowMouse operates by acquisition of grayscale image from the camera. Then the 

optical flow is computed by using simple Block Matching Algorithm. At each point 

(x,y) on a regular grid in the image, the integer vector quantity (dr,y) is determined 

such that the image patch centered on (x, y) at time t —1 most closely matches the 

image patch centered on (x + th, y + dy) at time t. In this calculation, image patches 

are compared by computing the sum of pixelwise absolute differences (SAD). Low 

SAD values means there is close match between the two images. 

Gesture and motion tracking also can be seen applied at kiosk system. Corey 

[6] discusses about a 3D interactive kiosk system that consists of gesture tracking, 

voice recognition, an interaction engine and a graphics module. However, I only 

focus on gesture tracking. Corey [6] uses skin model for gesture tracking. They 

develop the skin model based on users' face skin color tone. This is because users 

have wide range of skin color tone and the difficulties of accurately capturing skin 

color due to environmental conditions. The system's skin color model uses Hue 

Saturation based color instead of RGB color space to detect users' hand motion. This 

is because hue defines dominant color while saturation measures the saturation of 

hue to white light, as mention by Corey [6]. The system does not contain any skin 

color model. It will only initialize and maintain the skin color model when the 

system starts. Then it will find users' face (face detection) and extract skin color 

information. The system maximizes the uses of face detection to determine whether 

the users is facing the system or not, as there will be a lot of people walking past the 

kiosk. For the same reason, a stereo vision device is used to calculate the depth of 

map of hand areas in every frame of image and remove false hand areas. Then, 

CamShift algorithm (Continuously Adaptive Mean Shift, face tracking algorithm) is 

used to track the face areas between the current frame and the next. This algorithm 

combines the basic of Mean Shift algorithm with an adaptive region-sizing step. This 

system allows users to move object from left to right, upward to downward and vice-

versa, rotating object and scaling object by zooming in and out. 

Wilson [11] demonstrates the uses of multiple hypotheses tracking approach 

for gesture tracking. This approach monitors only the object that is closest to the 

camera, while ignoring the others, which is usually users' hand when they are facing 

the camera. In the other hand, the algorithm that they used for motion tracking is
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simple image comparison function, the sum of absolute differences (SAD) over 

square patches in two images. This function detects motion by comparing a patch of 

current image with a patch of previous image at the same location. in order to 

recover the depth of two or more stereo images in different viewpoints, binocular 

disparity is used. This technique is used to match the density or patch of two stereo 

images. All three algorithms used greatly increases the robustness of gesture and 

motion tracking. Unlike other applications that depend on fragile appearance model 

like skin color models or markers, which is greatly affected by environmental 

conditions or when new users use the application. However, the research is 

conducted by assumption that the cameras are parallel and users have to be close to 

the application in order to use it. If the range of users and cameras are to be extended, 

the position and distance of cameras (baseline) have to be known. 

Besides the application like kiosk, gesture and motion tracking also 

implemented in Augmented Reality (AR). AG refers to a live direct or indirect view 

of a physical real-world environment whose elements are augmented by virtual 

computer-generated imagery. This is showed by Lee [3] for the demonstration of a 

system that track users' bare hand and use it as the reference pattern for AR 

inspection. The system operates by using a wearable camera. In real time, the camera 

captures the image of users' hand and the hand regions are segmented. in this 

process, users' skin model is constructed in one time calibration. Then the hand 

model is constructed for fingertip detection and tracking. In the segmentation 

process, the hand region color histogram is learned. The histogram is learned only 

when the hand and fingertip is in camera's view. Then the segmentation result is 

used for main hand region tracking. Curvature-based algorithm and ellipse fitting 

algorithm are used for fingertip detection. Users have to hold their hand up for initial 

detection. However, due to the reason that false fingertip detection may occur, only 

the most frequent detected points above the center of users' hand for a number of 

consecutive frames are selected as final fingertips. While for fingertip tracking, they 

use fingertip in newly detected frame to match with the previous detected fingertip 

frame.
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23 System Overview of Webcam based Marker Tracking Application for 
Human-Computer Interaction 

Object Tracking Application will used the idea by Wilson[12] about his 

research about FlowMouse, which his idea that avoid the environmental conditions 

that affects very much in object tracking. Other journals are quite advance in the idea 

of object tracking, which they do not use object tracking. Instead they use gesture 

tracking that is better in applying human computer interaction concept. Furthermore, 

gesture tracking affected very much by environmental conditions as it detect human 

hand gesture without any markers. Besides that, the algorithm used in computing 

gesture tracking is more complicated and complex which consumes a lot of processor 

processing resources. 

2.4 Comparison between Existing System and Current System 

Table 2.1 System Comnarison Table 
System Application Algorithm Used Advantages Disadvantages 
FlowMouse - desktop - use optical - avoid - users have to 
by	 Wilson application, flow for object difficulties enable and 
[12] tracking. such as lighting disable the 

conditions, application by 
- use Block skin color and manual. 
Matching hand shape 
Algorithm to model 
compute optical development, 
flow, and 

segmentation 
of separating 
foreground 
from 
background. 

3D - kiosk	 - - use skin model - users able to - affected by 
Interactive system. (Hue & move object environmental 
Kiosk System Saturation) for from left to conditions. 
by Corey f6J gesture tracking. right, upward 

to downward 
- use CamShift and vice-versa, 
Algorithm to rotating object 
detect users and scaling



face, object by 
combination of zooming in and 
basic of Mean out. 
Shift algorithm 
with an adaptive 
region-sizing 
step. 

?WNi5öW -desktop - multiple - high - close range 

by	 Wilson application hypotheses robustness in between user 

11] tracking gesture and and 
approach for motion application. 
gesture tracking. tracking

- the distance 
- use simple of two parallel 
image camera have 
comparison to be 
function, the determined in 
sum of absolute order to get 
differences the actual 
(SAD) over coordinate for 
square patches object 
in two images tracking. 
for motion 
tracking. 

- binocular 
disparity is used 
to match the 
density or patch 
of two stereo 
images. 

Handy AR by - desktop - use color - fast and - restriction 
Lee [3] application histogram. accurate for initializing 

gesture gesture 
- for fingertip tracking. tracking 
detection, 
Curvature-based 
algorithm and 
ellipse fitting 
alorithm are 
used. 

- use grayscale - fast object - use marker Current - desktop 
System application, for image tracking. as object 

segmentation. detection. 

- use simple - low
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block matching	 accuracy. 
algorithm for 
motion tracking. 

2.5	 Conclusion 

As computer become more and more integrated in our daily lives, we can 

expect to find users in a wide variety of contexts were traditional mouse and 

keyboard interfaces are awkward, too intrusive, or unavailable. The uses of marker in 

this paper that I proposed is considered troublesome as more and more research 

conducted by others already use markerless pointing object as input. Users can only 

use their own hand or finger to interact with the computer. In this way, users can 

naturally interact with computer as the purpose of human computer interaction, 

enable human to interact with computer in comfortable and satisfication. While from 

the aspect of algorithm used for motion detection or motion tracking, there are many 

types of algorithm developed by previous researcher and they are widely available in 

the internet. We only need to determine which type of algorithm suitable to be 

implemented in our application.



CHAPTER 4 

IMPLEMENTATION 

4.1	 Introduction 

The main purpose of this chapter is to document all the processes that are 

involved in the application development. Generally, this chapter explained about 

how the application is being designed and developed. Besides that, designated 

interface and coding being implemented in the application are being included too. 

This application consists of two major modules which are marker tracking 

and sketching using marker. In marker tracking, the processes involved are camera 

detection and mouse event. While in sketching, the processes involved are marker 

event and save images as bitmap.
/ 

4.2 Marker Tracking 

In order for this function to work, two libraries are required to be included. 

One of the libraries is Touchlessljbdll First, locate the library file.
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After the library has been added, it will appear at the Reference of the under 

development.

j1 Recognition 
i...ZdJ Properties 

j References 
.J NeuronDotNet.Controfs 

L...	 NeuronDotNet,Core
J System 
0 System.Data 
Q System.tepioyment

System.'Drowing 
F- -O System,Windows.Forms 

SystemXrnl 

E	 -	 1 
I.CIass...fesou... 

Figure 4.3 Reference added 

The next library is WebCamLib.dll. This library does not need to be added as 

reference in the IDE tool. It just has to be copied to the bin\Debug folder. 

o Webrarn 	 Recognition • Recognition 0 bin	 Debug	 it I sru'r- .nn.;	 p 

-	 .Ot	 !ttW	 Onto Uvp 

Ong.nu.	 Include in tibrory I	 Shore with •	 Burn Noon toidro -r • cc	 0 
* Noon Outn modified Type Stir 

Doobtop A NonoronDntNnt.C.00rttoh.dlI 20-Au9-08 1o16 AM Applooution rotroon... 2408 
.1 ttowrotordo t4uuronDotNt.Core.dIl 18-Aug-08 1240 it... Application Outrno... 5008 

. Recent P1mm 1 Rouognitioro.-nne 06-Moy11 219 PM Application 28 KB 
I.iborieo 10 Rnoognition.pdb 06-Moy-11 219 PM Poogoum Debug D... 30 KB 

11 Rntogroition.nohost.mno 23-5np-05e50AM Application 608 
. Libraries Tnuchboot.ib.dlt 23-Sup-08728 PM Application nutrno.,. 3208 

Dotornrrtt [WthCurntiib41I 23.Srp-08723 PM Applicution uottno... 64 KS]

Ji Moot 
bo PrcIUOO 

Videos a 

4 I-lnmegroop 

Computer 
&Os(c) 

I Netonoib 

	

3
	 7 items 

	

7 Otrnt	 Computer 

Q .1

 

WebCamLib Library 
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4.2.1 Camera Detection 

Before the marker is being added to the application, it first has to detect 

camera. The code that is implemented in this application is to directly use the first 

camera detected by the computer. Figure 4.5 show the code implemented to detect 

camera. After that, the image captured will be displayed in a Picture Box. An error 

handling is also added if there is no camera is detected, it will show an error message 

to the user.
private void For.! Load(obj.ct sender, E'ootArgo o) 

try

forach (C.mer. c jot touch.Caorer&s) 

if (c	 ocull) 

_touck Cmrenttoaert = C; 

c. OrtbmugoCapturod += 0000 EvorotXtotd1ormoraEv000tbmgu>(u_OoIrtageCptured) 
_]ryout = 0000 Sitc.p(c.CapturcWidth, cCepturoRright, Fioo1foroat.Fuooat24bppRgb): 
_1.yout. !h.kobro orcoot 0 
brook; 

picturoBowi. Fojost + new F.iostEventhd1r (pj ctureBoxl_Fajott); 

catch (Exception) 

MissageOux. Show ('Camera not Detectodi"); 
Erivirorooccot. !oi t(0) 

Figure 4.5 Detect Camera Code 

4.2.2 Marker Adding 

When user wants to add marker, user can use any object with significant 

color that differ from background color. After that, use mouse to click on the colored 

object and move to create a circle. The circle will show the radius of the mouse 

movement.
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